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A worker sets up a monumental piece named “Little By Little” created by “FAILE” ( an anagram of A Life) a collective work by Canadian artist Patrick McNeil and US artist Patrick Miller in Strasbourg railway station, eastern
France on April 25, 2018. This piece has been created in the context of “Happy 20”, celebrating the 20th anniversary of the Strasbourg Modern and Contemporary Art Museum in 2018. — AFP

DJ Avicii ‘could not 
go on any longer’ 

Swedish superstar Avicii, one of the world’s
most successful DJs who died a week ago
aged 28, “wanted peace” and “could not go on

any longer”, his family said in an open letter on
Thursday. The musician, whose real name was Tim
Bergling, was found dead on April 20 in Muscat,
the capital of the Gulf sultanate Oman, where he
had been on holiday with friends.  “He really strug-
gled with thoughts about Meaning, Life,
Happiness,” his family wrote in the letter, seen by
AFP.  “He could not go on any longer. He wanted to
find peace,” they added. 

A spokeswoman for the artist declined to con-
firm whether he had committed suicide.  A police
source in Oman said his death was not considered
to be suspicious, adding that the circumstances
would remain confidential at the request of the
family. He had made no secret of his health prob-
lems, including pancreatitis, triggered in part by
excessive drinking linked to his party lifestyle. “Tim
was not made for the business machine he found
himself in; he was a sensitive guy who loved his fans
but shunned the spotlight,” his family said.  In 2016,
Avicii stunned fans by announcing his retirement
when he was just 26, saying that he wanted to leave
the high-flying electronic music lifestyle. 

“When he stopped touring, he wanted to find a
balance in life to be happy and be able to do what
he loved most-music,” his family said.  His biggest
hits included “Wake Me Up,” which went to num-
ber one across Europe in 2013 and featured the
soul singer Aloe Blacc. Avicii-who for years was
one of the world’s most lucrative electronic musi-
cians-in 2016 made number 12 on the list of top-
paid DJs of Forbes magazine, which said he earned
$14.5 million in the previous year. — AFP

Arare book on Egyptology, unpublished letters
signed by Napoleon, a book signed by
Gustave Eiffel on the “300-meter tower”: it is
in the modest Fesch library of Ajaccio that
these forgotten treasures were discovered by

chance these last months. It is “between the directory of
Corsica and a Marc Levy”, in the middle of “old dentures
and cockroaches”, that Vannina Schirinsky-Schikhmatoff,
conservative missioned by the town hall of Ajaccio to
restore order in the reserve of the library, discovered the
“Thesaurum Hyeroglyphicorum” which dates from 1610.

“This is the first book of Egyptology. The Museum of
Man has a complete copy and the BNF (National Library
of France) has an incomplete, in total there are seven listed
in the world including three complete, “she said, regretting
that two pages missing in the copy found in Ajaccio. “The
Corsicans are considered underdeveloped at the cultural
level and for the first time, we have a work that places us
at the world level”, welcomes the curator of the library
that dates from the early 19th century and is installed in
the palace Fesch, in the pedestrian street of downtown
Ajaccio.

Over the pages covered with engravings, we discover
the finesse and extraordinary precision of the hieroglyphs
of the book from the prestigious collection of Jean-
Baptiste Colbert, one of the principal ministers of Louis
XVI. For the Italian Egyptologist, Francesco Tiradritti,
director of the Italian archeology mission in Luxor, it is “an
important discovery”.

Treasure hunt
“We are setting up an international project around this

book,” says AFP expert, expected in Ajaccio in September.

According to Schirinsky-Schikhmatoff, he is working on “a
scientific publication and a major exhibition”. “This is a
very important book that is at the root of modern
Egyptology,” adds Simone Martini, Italian art restorer
commissioned by the Ajaccian town hall to intervene on
this rare piece and a dozen old books. Among them, sever-
al incunabula, works printed before 1500, including “The
Chronicles of Nuremberg” dating from 1493.

“The artistic and historical value of these works, like
many others in the library, is remarkable,” he insists. He
started “washing” these books to rid them of mold and
must complete their restoration in September. It is also by
working on a Petrarch dating from 1496 that he himself

exhumed, between the wooden cover and the front page,
two medieval parchments.

Vannina Schirinsky-Schikhmatoff also mentions the
original and complete editions of Napoleon’s Egyptian
campaign, “fifteen volumes found at the four corners of the
library”, or “The Tower of 300 meters”, “a double volume
of Gustave Eiffel signed by his hand “which unites the
plans of the iron lady of Paris. “I make the patrimonial res-
cue, it’s like a treasure hunt”, she summarizes, insatiable,
presenting her latest find: letters written by several mem-
bers of the imperial family, nine of which were signed by
Napoleon, who escaped little in the trash.

“Letters not listed in the correspondence of Napoleon
that we are the only ones to hold” and which date from the
campaign of Germany of the emperor in 1813, she says, ful-
minating that an unpublished is missing, “probably stolen”.

Ajaccio’s head of libraries, Elisabeth PeriÈ, regrets that
“there are many books missing, loans that have not been
made” but stresses that the security of the library has now
been strengthened. It is now conducting work to provide
the “gold mine” with adequate humidity and temperature
conditions, including protecting it from a sewage pipe that
runs through the library’s storage area.

Accomplices, Vannina Shirinsky-Schikhmatoff and
Elisabeth PeriÈ have no doubt that other treasures are
still sleeping in the heritage room of the library whose
inventory remains to be done. “It will take several lives, I
have explored only 5 percent of the library,” note,
amused, the curator who dreams of exposing his findings
to the public. — AFP A fan signs a paper in memory of Swedish DJ Tim

Bergling, known as Avicii, during a gathering in his
memory in the Omani capital Muscat. — AFP

The “Thesaurum Hyeroglyphicorum” an extremely rare
Egyptology book found the Fesch municipal library of
Ajaccio, is pictured at the library in Ajaccio on the French
Mediterranean island of Corsica. — AFP photos

The “Thesaurum Hyeroglyphicorum” an extremely rare Egyptology book found the Fesch municipal library of Ajaccio is
being pictured.

Elisabeth Perie (left) director of the Fesch municipal library
of Ajaccio, and Vannina Schirinsky-Schikhmatoff, curator
commissioned by the Ajaccio city hall, stand in the library,
as they look at the “Thesaurum Hyeroglyphicorum”.

The library of Ajaccio, Ali 
Baba’s cave unexpected


